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Many churchmen avoiding
busing's moral challenges

That the public issue of busing
to achieve racial desegregation
involves substantial moral ques-

tions, there can be little doubt or
disagreement.

Is it moral, for example, to
inconvenience and anger a great
many people in order to bring
improved education to others?

Is it moral to argue that racially
unbalanced schools are the result
of racially unbalanced housing
patterns, and then do nothing
to bring about a more equal
balance?

Because churchmen claim cer-
tain expertise in the field of
morality, one would expact them to
be both visible and vocal on the
issue of busing. But curiously,
they are not. As reported elsewhere
in this issue, local ministers have
been quite the opposite.

Of 700 ministers invited to
attend a May 13 workshop on
religion and school integration
sponsored by the Louisville Area
Interfaith Organization for Service,
only 60 attended.

In church after East End church,
ministers told our reporters they
have not yet preached on this
subject, and have not discussed
the matter seriously or formally

Why rush on
It was late 1971 that former Gov.

Louie B. Nunn announced plans
for a new state park in Eastern
Jefferson County. The E.P. "Tom"
Sawyer State Park on Hounz Lane
was to have a fine swimming pool
and many other facilities and the
first announcements predicted an
opening in the summer of 1972.

Now, two and a half years later,
Governor Wendell Ford"s people
are undertaking a new set of
promises. J.E. Owens, director of
maintenance and construction for
the Kentucky Department of Parks,
predicts the pool, at least, will be
open August 1 .

But the job superintendent at the
site doubts that. He thinks it will
be mid-Augu- st before the pool is
ready, and he believes the state
probably will find it uneconomic to
open it for the few weeks left in the
season.

Given the history of this park
in such haste the

original design called for a
lacrosse field, planned without any
citizen participation and built with
one broken promise after another

bet the pool does not open
this year either.

LETTERS

Urges parents beware
Seneca socialists

Dear Editor:
An article appearing prominently

in your May 16, 1974 issue of The
Voice-Jeffersoni- (Hikes Point
edition) entitled "Radical, socialist
movement appears at Seneca
High," demands a reply from the
other side of the coin.

I am, as an adult, not shocked
and overawed by the actions and
statements of the youth involved in
this YSA movement at Seneca
High. I am seriously concerned by
the fact that Jefferson County

Hits cartoon
Dear Editor:
I am writing to protest The

Voice-Jeffersoni- cartoon printed
in the May 23 issue. From where I

sit, your of Jefferson
County Board members attitudes
and actions is greatly in error.

I deeply resent the depiction. In
no way do Mr. VanHoose and the
other board members deserve this
sort of treatment. On the contrary,
this is precisely the time when
their efforts to comply with the

mandate and keep
the welfare of all children in their
jurisdiction uppermost need public
support. ,

I suggest you back off from your
insulting stance and get a clearer
eye to perceive all the mitigating
circumstances.

Joan T. Colborn
2404 Mahan Drive
Jeffersontown

with their congregations. In some
they suggest they intend to do this
soon, depending on future events,
but in several others they have no
intention of broaching the

within their churches.
Some insist they have no right to
promote their personal opinions
within their church.

The curious aspect of these
findings is they have no relation to
the religious denomination in-

volved, and no measurable relation
to the intensity of opposition to
busing within an individual church.
Some Episcopalians we found
deeply concerned and active in
leading their congregation to a
better understanding of the issue;
other Episcopalians completely
rejected the idea of discussing it
from the pulpit. Some Baptists
insisted they did not want to be
involved; others behaved as if a
good Christian could not remain
uninvolved.

It is clear that busing is a very
emotional issue and that some
local ministers are caught up in the
emotionalism. But what is not
clear is how so many ministers,
whose lives are devoted to
promoting ethical and moral
behavior, can avoid being involved

of

judgment

court-ordere- d

con-
troversy

park pool?
In fact, we very much wish Mr.

Owens would give up trying to
make public relations points with
his August 1 opening and spend
his energies doing a first class job
building the pool and activities
center.

As it stands, getting the public
into the pool by August will mean
occupancy before a great deal of
interior work is complete. It will
mean rushing into operation with
an inadequately-traine- d staff who
can't find things. It will mean an
awkward start-u- p period when
things are bound to go wrong just
as the public is anxious to see
them all go right.

How much better it would be to
have the contractor finish his work,
untroubled by hordes of swimmers
and publicity-seekin- g parks of-

ficials, and then put the building
into service at a more leisurely
pace this fall.

After all, we have waited nearly
four years while state government
has demonstrated its ability to get
things done. We ought to be able
to wait a few more months to see
them do things right.

parents will permit their children to
be exposed to this malignancy and
that they tolerate elected and
appointed public school officials
who extend recognition to such
gross misrepresentations.

Since parents of the youth
involved in YSA and the SSRC at
Seneca apparently refuse to
recognize the woodshed as a viable
and normal part of parental
responsibility, then it is the duty of
other parents and taxpayers of
Jefferson County to isolate this
malady.

As is stated in this article,
outside, non-stude- nt influence is
involved in this matter, and
responsible parents had better
beware.

The entire article reeks of
international socialism and the
many statements, claims and ideas
bandied about are quite contrary to
the facts of history.

Most adults can see through this
type propaganda, but to expose
impressionable youth to the likes
of this is unconscionable.

William P. Chambers
10 Davy Crockett Trail
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in one of the most consuming
moral issues of our time. Many of
our local churchmen are doing just
that.

There have been notable excep-

tions. The Rev. Dr. Edwin Perry of
Broadway Baptist Church has
preached on busing; the Rev. Tom
Jones of Harvey Browne Presby-
terian has also; several ministers
have encouraged congregational
discussions; others are laying
plans to do so soon.

This is not to suggest every
minister has a duty to stand before
his parishioners and promote a
certain code of behavior on this or
other current issues. But it does
seem appropriate for every church-
man who recognizes the moral
challenges presented by busing to
find some way to help his
congregation deal with those
challenges.

What this community needs
today is the active, steadying
influence of her moral leaders. As
she looks to her ministers for this
help, we hope she will find more
tomorrow than exists today.

The social side

What do you say
By Lucie Blodgett

Mr. and Mrs. James F. Tate of

Rolling Lane, gave a small dinner party
May 22 for Dr. William H.
Masters and Mrs. Virginia E. Johnson
in the Men's Grill at the Louisville
Country Club.

The Masters are friends of the Tates
from their St. Louis days. As their
house guests, the Masters enjoyed the
great luxury of "being able to put our
feet up and relax for the first time in
years."

"Their work is their life," Mrs. Tate
explains. "It's non-sto- p for them. Even
their home in St. Louis is staffed,
equipped, and geared for their pioneer
work, officially the Reproductive
Biology Research Foundation.

Of course you know Masters and
Johnson spoke Thursday night to a
packed Macauley Theater audience on
"The Facts and Fallacies of Sexual
Function."

What you don't know was what went
on in at least one of the minds of the
female guests invited to the party
honoring this august and impressive
pair.

Almost 400 young musicians from
East End schools gained superior
ratings for their performances In last
month's Louisville Region Kentucky
State Music Festival.

Robert B. Griffith, head of the music
school's music education department,
directed the festival, which attracted
almost 6,000 student participants.

Eastern: Junior High Band and Orchestra; Senior
High Band. Carol Hughes, violin solo, senior
division. Kathy Wells, Donna Harvey, (lute solo. sr.
div.; Donna Harvey, Belh Elliott, Martha Berner.
Karen Cutler, Kathy Collins, Carol KlinK, Becky
Hogue. flute ensemble, sr. div.; Kathy Moore, tlute
solo. f div Julie Whitney. Janet Allway, Lisa
Kittila. (lute ensemble, i'. div.; Judy McCulloch,
clarinet solo. sr. div.; Mark Mathias, snare drum
solo, jr. div.; John Eerenberg. Richard Wayne,
snare drum solo. sr. div.; Richard Wayne, Brian
Zehnder, John Eerenberg, Dave Skiles, Mike
Wayne. Robert Ernst, percussion ensembles, sr.
div.; Mark McCulloch, Kevin Henderson, Stephen
Scott, cornet and trumpet solo, jr. div.; Steve
Caubill, baritone solo, r. div.; Brendan Martin,
tuba solo. r. div ; Alvin Grider. Jetl Wilkins.
Brendan Martin, Ralph Bischot. Doug Whitman,
brass quintet, sr. div.; Joan Vaughn, Paige
Hollaway, Pam Harler, Julia Hampenstall. Susan
Luerman, miscellaneous woodwind ensemble, jr.
div.; Brian Zachariah. Sharon Hoi, Carol Lumpkins,
alto saxophone solo, sr. div.; Mark Watson,
baritone saxophone solo. jr. div.; Sharon Holl,
Carol Lumpkins, saxophone ensemble, sr. div.

Ballard: Senior High Band and Orchestra; Paul
Halliday. violin solo, junior division, Carolyn
Jones, Neal Drews, Sarah Moran, violin solo. sr.
div.; Reed Drews, cello solo. sr. div.; Jane
Halliday. Paul Halliday. string ensemble, jr. div.;
William Bedoit, Leslie Berkes, Karen Brown. Jane
Butterworth. Neal Drews, Reed Drews. Kenneth
Greenberg. Jane Halliday, Carolyn Jones, Janice
Martin, Chris Moore, Sarah Moran, Judy Morrison,
Reann Saunders, Mark Schweiger, string
ensemble, sr div.; Ed Bell, Beth Willingham,
Janice Tuttle. Paula Gilliland, flute solo, sr.
div.; Paula Gilliland, Lynn Karle, Lynn Everett,

Linda Vikre, Betty Willingham, Susan Merkel,
Sheree Long, Debra Koltveit, Maria Pinaire. Karen
Dean. Janice Tuttle, Mamie Mclndoe. Marguerite
Neill. flute ensemble, sr. div.; Lynn Everett, (lute
solo, jr. div.; J. Anderson, llute ensemble, r. div.;
Richard Boldt, oboe solo, sr. div.; John Raker,
bassoon solo, sr. div.; Paul Sievers, Betty
Willingham, John Raker, woodwind ensemble, sr.
div.; Paul Sievers, Richard Boldt.Betty Willingham.
Bob Jessop, John Raker, woodwind quintet, sr.
div ; Robin Hissong, Carol Bayersdorf, Paul
Sievers. clarinet solo, sr. div.; Rick Brill, alio
clarinet solo, sr. div.; David Heigh, bass clarinet
solo. sr. div.; Annette Edward, John Grady,
Lisa Hultman, Virginia Rankin, Chuck Swain, Marty
Soil, clarinet solo, jr. div.; Mark Olthuls, Chuck
Healy. Lisa Hultman, Virginia Rankin, clarinet
quartet. r. div.; John Owens. Tim Grady, John
Owens, snare drum solo, r. div.; Doug Atwell, Tim

Grady, John Owens, Becky Thompson, Forrest
Holeman, Grey Copenheler, percussion ensemble,
sr. div.; RoDert Cannon, cornet and trumpet solo,
sr. div.; Wade Thurman, comet and trumpet solo,
r. div.; Robert Cannon, Roy Chislholm, Mark

Vanderwerp, Earl Carter, Charles Lamb, Rusty
Allison, trumpet trio, sr. div.; Scott Hill, trombona
solo. sr. div.; Scott Hill, Steven Milberger, Robert
Reeb. David Cousins, Grey Temple, trombone

What to wear? What to say? Did one
talk about the weather? What would
happen if your neckline was too high?
Too Low?

Plus, here was a golden opportunitv
to ask some Burning Question of
Dr. Masters himself, the top expert of
the country.

Finally one of the ladies called Mrs.
Tate and said:

"Well, Madi, you have invited
DeeDee Lewman and Harry but she is
head of Planned Parenthood. And Dr.
and Mrs. John Queenan are coming
because he is head of the Department
of Ob-Gy- n at the University of
Louisville along with the U of L

President Jim Miller and the boarc
chairman Eddie Middleton and Janir
And Dr. John Bell and Nancy because
he is a psychiatrist but why did you
ask Raleigh and me? Do you expect us
to streak in tandem or something?"

Comic relief
"Comic relief, Jane," said Mrs. Tate.
At seven the guests arrived and all

the tables were centered with bouquets
of roses cut from Mrs. Tate's garden

quartet, sr. div.; Robert Cannon. Bob Jessop,
Scott Hill, Donald Fishback, Peter Graham, Steve
Wilson, Robert Brown, Kevin Combs, misce-
llaneous ensemble, sr. div.; Joe Cross, Bob
Jessop, Bob Brill, french horn solo. sr. div.; Bob
Jessop. Bob Brill. Joe Cross. Kenneth Payne,
trench horn ensemble, sr. div.; Mark Olthuis,
Chuch Healy. Martha Soil, Robin Reeb, Steve
Beard. Tern Stead. Carol Bayersdorl, Cathy
DeWitt. miscellaneous woodwind ensemble, jr.
div ; Carol Fasteen, alto saxophone solo, sr. div.
Jefl Burgin. baritone saxophone solo, jr. div.;
Carol Fasteen. David Heigle. Dennis Whiting.
James Johns. Mark Flautt, Jeff Burgin, saxophone
ensemble, sr. div.

Jeffersontown: Senior High Band; Jamie Garrett,
Kathy Sterns, violin solo, jr. div.; Kathy Stearns. K.

Mothershed, J. Garrett, S Luna, string ensemble,
sr. div.; Loura Kastor, flute solo, sr. div.; Amy
Crouch, Karen Bennett, fluteensemble, jr. div.; Laura
Schuchard, Calhy Kline, clarinet solo, sr. div.;
Laura Schuchard, Bobby Ouinn. Cathy Kline. Peter
Easton, clarinet quartet, sr. div.; Karen Bennett,
clarinet solo. jr. div.

Seneca: Gwen Tilton, mezzo soprano vocal solo,
sr. div.: Kalhy Brewer, Janet Stevenson, Virgil
Vaughn, David Williams, vocal ensemble, sr. div.;
Tern Atherton, Kathy Brewer, soprano vocal, sr.
div.; Garry Eldridge. Tom Branch, baritone vocal
solo. sr. div ; Martha Putzier, Ginny Brannon,
Cheri Lyon, Catherine Helms, violin solo, sr. div.;
Cheri Lyon, Ginny Brannon, string quartet, sr.
div.; Susie Slonecipher, Susan Brannon, flute solo,
sr div Bob Abraham, clarinet solo. sr. div.;
Lester Knnsky. snare drum solo. jr. div.; David
Scott, cornel and trumpet solo, sr. div.; Marc
Schmitz. Irench horn, sr. div.

Westport: Greg Taylor. Karl Luft. Chris Elsberry,
Jim Markham. Mike Callahan, Jeff Jennings. Steve
Taylor. Tony Bowles. Jerry Elliott, David McClarty,
Bobby Ritchie. Steve Roberts. Alan Wallace. Jim
Fisher. Mark Wardlaw. Mark Miles male ensemble,
sr. div.: Maria Parks. Maria Moore. Debora
Chapman. Jamie Odle. Cathy Muller. Linda
Landers. Kitiy Gaines. Mark Wardlaw. Bill Voit,
Jelf Baker, John Goldsby. Steve Taylor, David
Smith. Bobby Ritchie. Colin Oliver, mixed
ensemble; Susan Hollenbeck. Maria More, Sharon
Keys. Debora Chapman. Jamie Odle. Kitty Gaines,
Anita Lenhart. Lisa Lenhart, Debbie Culbreth,
Cindy Wilson. Laura McCoun, Linda Swerbinsky,
Brenda Finn. Grelchen Greenfield, Donna Watson,
Pam Pulliam. vocal ensemble, girls' sr. div.; Maria
More, soprano solo, sr. div.; Steve Taylor, tenor
solo. sr. div ; Linda Burkhead. Melinda Odle,
violin solo. t. div.; Martha Fritz, Tami Nieman,
Susan Swinney, Kay Smith, flute solo, sr. div.;
Susan Swinney, Kay Smith, Melissa Fitzsimons,
Steve Ambs, Grny Landers, flute ensemble, sr.
div ; Stephanie Taylor. Nancy Bilek, Kathy Oakley,
llute solo, jr. div Mary Burkhead, Joyce Herzog,
Kathy Oakley. Lynn Lytle. Stephanie Taylor, Cindy
Carlon, Carol King, flute ensemble r. div.; Melissa
Fitzsimons. Steve Ambs, clarinet solo, sr. div.;
Terri Tuggle. bass clarinet solo, sr. div.; Steve
Ambs, Melissa Fitzsimons. Debbie Livingston,
Lynn Lytle, clarinet quartet, sr. div.: Elizabeth
Crawford. Robbie Head, Debra Livingston, Lynn
Lytle, clarinet solo, jr. div.; Mike Head, snare drum
solo. sr. div.; David Conaway. Steve Roberts,
cornet and trumpet solo, sr. div.; Lynn Craver,
Scott Reddinger, cornet and trumpet solo, jr. div.;
Steve Helfrich, Don Brown, Danny Davis,
miscellaneous ensemble, r. div ; Robbie Head,
Judy Luther, miscellaneous woodwind ensemble,
jr, div.; Kathy Carter, alto saxophone solo, jr. div.;
Chris Reddinger, Donna Campbell, Greg Landers,

Modern math in Jeffersonown

to a sex expert?

400 gain top music rating

and arranged by Mrs. John W. Barr III.
All the ladies looked elegant and

seemed to be having no troulble at all
behaving in a natural and charming
manner. Mrs. Tate, wearing a
becoming red and white jersey short
print dress, graciously guided me over
to meet Dr. Masters.

Dr. Masters is such a strong
personality it is hard to describe his
appearance except that he has salt and
pepper hair, straight shoulders, and
was wearing a dappo' checked coat
and a narrow, dark brown bow tie.

There's one thing, if you ever meet
him you'll never forget the way he looks
at you. You don't feel that he is sending,

but rather, receiving. Ummmmmmm.
Well all the Burning Questions

evaporated so out came The Old
Standby. For 25 years as a reporter this
question has been sort of a hobby with
me. It can be dangerous but here it
went:

"Dr. Masters, your work must be
very demanding. What do you do in
your spare time? What do you enjoy
doing most?"

alto saxophone solo. sr. div.; Robbie Head, tenor
saxophone solo, jr. div.; John Thorton, lenor
saxophone solo, sr. div.; Greg Landers, Steve
Ambs. Melissa Fitzsimons, John Thornton,
saxophone ensemble sr. div.

Waggener; Senior High Band; Carrie Wommack,
cello solo, junior division; Debbie Bach, Jeff
Yussman, Kim Darnell, Anne Hutchinson, flute
solo, sr. div.; Rebecca Ruthers, Royce Ann Cruce,
Mary Beth Wilding. Patricia Thieneman, flute
ensemble, jr. div ; Kathy Sizemore, Jean Watts,
Jenny Whitlock; Anne Hutchinson, Karren Owen,
flute ensemble, sr. div.; Sarah Means, flute solo,
jr. div.; Sarah Means, Connie Pilkington, Jean
Brown, flute ensemble, jr. div.; Carla Ouinn, oboe
solo. I' div.: Joieen Preuninger, bassoon solo, jr.
div.: Debbie Bach, Kim Darnell, Martha Howerton,
woodwind ensemble, sr. div.; Steve Jones, Kirk
Chamberlain, clarinet solo, sr. div.; Craig Tipton,
Martha Shelburne, Dede McChargue, John
Niehaus, clarinet quartet, sr. div.; Frances
Amorocho, Peggy Ruffra, Robert Lawrence, Laurl
Juett, clarinet quartet, jr. div.; Chuck
Heimerdinger, snare drum solo, sr. div.; Bob Kratt,
David Brown, Mike Tripp, cornel and trumpet solo,
jr. div.; Ken Kuri, Richard Furlong,
Charles Price, Ralph Atkinson, trumpet quartet, sr.
div.; Ralph Atkinson, David Brown, Richard
Furlong, trumpet trios, jr. div.; Bob Kratt, Jay
Jones, Mark DoDiesz. trumpet trios, jr. div.; Brad
Sturgeon. Scott Rickert, Laura Chamberlain,
trumpet trio, sr. div.; David Hume, trombone solo,
sr. div.; Ben Esterle. Tuba solo, jr. div.; David
Mosley, trench horn solo, sr. div.; Mark Judy,
Brian Brewer, David Mosley, Cliff Fisher, french
horn ensemble, sr. div.; Craig Tipton, Lou Ann
Jeffries, Connie Calhoun, Lisa Sehlinger, Harriet
Burt. Anne Marvin, miscellaneous woodwind
ensemble, jr. div.; Ruth Ann Lowell, Ross Phillips,
Will Papa. Philip Alger, Miles Davis, saxophone
ensemble, jr. div.; Kirt Chamberlain, Steve Jones,
Linda Vasse. Tony Richardson, David Moran
Sharon Dillard, Danny McGuire, saxophone
ensemble, sr. div.

Myers: Junior High Orchestra; Mlnda Blxler,
Michelle Miller, Carol Herde, James Kuchenbrod,
Kim Lee, Debra Bryant, Brian Kriel, Sally Crutcher
Elisa Williams, Julie Singler, Susan Donlom'
Cheryl Robinson. John Brachey. Pattl Scruggj,
Sharon Sharp, Kim Zingratt. string ensemble. r
div.; Laura Pteifer, llute solo, r. div.; Tim Ritchie!
cornet and trumpet solo, r. div.

Kammtrer: Junior High Bands and Orchestra;
Tara Drews. Lea Anne Copenheler. Jeffrey
Flaniken, violin solo, junior division; Tara Drews
Ellen Winchell, Lea Anne Copenheler, Jeff
Flaniken. Patrick Collins, Karen Ferguson, Bill
Gaba. Ed Gaba. Steve Hacker, Robert Hauck Joel
Hulsey, Lisa Koltveit, James Leibson, Mark
McWhorter, Mary Raible, Manna Vogel, siring
ensemble, jr. div.; Florrie White, Susan Milberger
flute solo. jr. div.; Julie Marshall, Florrie White'
fluteensemble, jr div.; Kevin Landgrave, bassoon
solo, jr. div.; Kevin Landgrave, Marty Moeller,
Florrie White, Rickie Morgan, Pat Brown, Judy
Brodrick. Julie Marshall. Lorl Cannon, John Hyatt,
Sally Nasser, Susan Milberger, Cathy Brown, Jim
Brill. Kerry Chonoles. Kim Chonoles, woodwind
ensemble, jr. div ; Florrie White. Kevin Landgrave
Cathy Brown. Sherl Walton, Sally Nasser,
woodwind quintet, sr. div.; Marty Moeller, bass
clarinet solo, jr. div.; Susan Milberger, Jim Brill
clarinet solo. jr. div.; Marty Moeller, Susan
Milberger. Jim Brill. Sally Nasser, clarinet quartet
r. div.; Alice Render. David Barnckman, french
horn solo. jr. div.; Betty LaRue. Kerry Chonoles
Kim Chonoles. Judy Brodrick. miscellaneous
woodwind ensemble, jr. div.; Rick Morgan, alto
saxophone solo. jr. div.

"I work seven days a week. I don't
have any spare time.'"

"Oh, I see that you played soccer for
exercise."

"That's when I was young."
"Well, you have to get some kind of

recreational activity . . ."

One with Gini, one alone
"If you really want to know there are

two things I do, one with Ginl and one
alone."

"Oh," I said, "Well you must be
hungry, shall we go through the buffet
line?"

"The thing I do with Ginl Is the
Symphony In St. Louis. Chopin and
Dvorak and I must say I like the good
modern composers.

"When I'm alone I watch football."
Then came the Other Pair of Eyes --

Mrs. Johnson's.
To tell you the truth, I wasn't

prepared for Mrs. Johnson. She was
stunning. She wore a long, black dinner
dress with a sheer, black jacket edged
in the black. The dress had a low,
square neckline and around her neck
was a heavy gold chain holding a
handsome Ivory pendant carved in the
shape of a rounded heart.

"I hoped no one would think my
wearing a heart was being cute," she
said, "But it's one of my favorites and
it feels so good to touch it."

Mrs. Johnson has an aura of soft
femininity and charm and she carries
herself gracefully. Her eyes are
beautiful, soft brown, gentle, under-
standing and they light up with interest
as she listen

Her complexion Is like ivory and her
voice, "Well her voice is one of the
most sensual and attractive voices I've
ever heard," commented Mrs. (Comic
Relief) Lane.

Mrs. Johnson talked about home.
"That's what I miss most. My daughter,

Lisa, has horses. Two jumpers named
Bittersweet and Jeremy. As a matter of
fact we toured through Kentucky some
years ago to find them."

Her son, Scott, is a commercial pilot
for private planes and is an
accomplished flutist. "He won't
venture Into the symphony yet," she
said.

Dr. James Miller, her dinner partner,
is a director on the Masters
Foundation and attended the house-warmin- g

for their new home. Miller
said they have a fabulous modern
house of the Frank Lloyd Wright
School which is built on a slanted hill
and opens to the trees and outdoors.

Dr. Miller said that the placecards at
the housewarmlng dinner were
amusing. Mrs. Johnson wrote down
last names only of the couples and
then added the male or female symbol
instead of first names.

"SO If VOU found a rarH with
Middleton on it," she said to her other
male dinner partner, "You just looked
to see if It were the male Middleton or
the female."

Mrs. Johnson was so warm and
responsive this reporter finally was
brave enough to ask The Burning
Question.

"Mrs. Johnson, couldn't there be
some kind of a course that mlddleaged
ladies could take to keep up with the
world?" this writer asked euphemis-
tically.

"That's where you're wrong," she
said firmly. "You don't need that. It's
not Just one, two, three kick. All the
'how to do It' books are the tragedy of
this country.

"You learn and create and explore
and express yourself with the person
you love and nobody In the world can
teach that for you."


